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In order to explore a dialect landscape and to reveal spatial patterns dialectologists measure linguistic 
distances among local dialects. Kessler (1995) found the Levenshtein distance very suitable for 
measuring linguistic distances among Irish Gaelic dialects using phonetic transcriptions. Other scholars
followed him by applying the method to dialects from other language families. The Levenshtein 
distance is a numerical value of the cost of the least expensive set of insertions, deletions or 
substitutions that would be needed to transform one string into another (Kruskal 1999). This distance 
measure is available in the online web app Gabmap (Nerbonne et al. 2011, Leinonen et al. 2015). 

In this poster we present a new web app – LED-A - that shares the features of Gabmap that are often 
used by dialectologists such as cluster analysis, multidimensional scaling, beam maps, area maps and 
RGB maps (maps that visualize the dialect landscape as a continuum). Our web app, however, differs 
in the design of the user interface, and the app includes features that are not found in Gabmap. 

As for the user interface, we aimed to maximize flexibility, user-friendliness and intuitiveness. As for 
the features, four different variants of the Levenshtein distance are readily available without the need of
coding a configuration file. Among others, PMI Levenshtein is included, which learns segment 
distances based on the alignments that are generated by the algorithm (see Wieling et al. 2009, Wieling 
2012). Both aggregated and individual word distances can be obtained on the basis of whole words or 
only on the basis of vowel or consonant substitutions or indels. 

When creating maps, it is sufficient to upload the coordinates of the places, i.e. no coordinates that 
constitute the outline are required. Multiple map backgrounds can be chosen from.
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